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Pinion 10 

Set position  

Squatting position into the horses stance  

1. Shift horses stance to the left into a wide forward stance, left hand palm block the face, right 
hand vertical punch to the groin 

2. Left hand blocks right ribs, right hand vertical punch to nose  

3. Right leg shifts to the left side into a horse’s stance, hand go to the knife hand position  

4. Side kick with left leg, hand scroll, left leg steps over right, landing in a horses stance  

5. Double inward block like in pinion 7  

6. Right leg turn into horses stance, hand release outward to the shoulders 

7. Peacock block with the right hand on top  

8. Step up with right leg and as the right leg steps forward into forward stance right hand palm 
strikes the temple  

9. Forward punch with the right hand  

10. Left leg slides to the left so you do a 270 degree turn landing in a forward stance with the left 
leg forward and downward block with left hand  

11. Front kick right leg, outward block left hand, forward punch right hand, and then pull right 
leg back into horse’s stance, side to side on the right  

12. Side to side on the left  

13. Left leg steps over right, right steps out into horse’s stance, chamber right hand into shuto 
chop position, left hand cover elbow on right hand palm down  

14. Chop with left and to the left side  

15. Step up with the right leg and set forward into a forward stance, shuto chop with the right 
hand  

16. Right leg steps back into cat stance, and pull to right side to side, right leg steps forward into 
forward stance, double vertical punch to the body, right hand on top  

17. Turn to the left side and drop into a forward stance, side to side on the right 



18. Outward block punch with the left hand, forward punch with the right  

19. Left side to side  

20. Right leg steps up to left, right leg front kick to the right side, right leg lands in forward 
stance, outward block right hand, and forward punch left hand, then right hand back knuckles 
and left and jab (like pinion 4)  

21. Left leg slides to the left 270 degrees, landing in a forward stance with the left leg forward, 
downward block left hand  

22. Outward block left hand, forward punch right hand  

23. Side to side on the left side  

24. Right leg steps up to left, right leg front kick to the right side, right leg lands in forward 
stance, outward block right hand, and forward punch left hand, then right hand back knuckles 
and left and jab (like pinion 4)  

25. Left leg slides up to right and then steps forward, hands scroll over the head and strike, pull 
left leg back into a back stance, left hand knife hand block  

26. Right leg slides up to right and then steps forward, hands scroll over the head and strike, pull 
right leg back into a back stance, left hand knife hand block  

27. Step right leg to the left, upward block with the left hand  

28. Step back with the right leg into a forward stance, forward punch with right hand 

29. Step left leg to the right, upward block with the right hand  

30. Step back with the left leg into a forward stance, forward punch with left hand  

31. Right leg slides up to left, side to side on the left side, right leg slides into forward stance, 
double vertical punch to the body, right hand on top  

32. Left leg slides up to right, side to side on the right side, left leg slides into forward stance, 
double vertical punch to the body, left hand on top  

Right leg slides up to a horse’s stance  

Right leg slides up to set position 
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